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Holly's got a big problem...And this time, there's no dead body involved.At least, not yet.Her

boyfriend's parents are coming into town for the Yule Feast and they're staying at the Beechwood

Manor -- for an entire week!With a paranormal meet-the-parents on the horizon, the last thing she

needs is to stumble into yet another murder investigation, but when she becomes a key witness,

there's no way of avoiding it. Especially not if vampires are involved and her human

partner-in-sleuthing is racing right into their path.Holly has to stop a ring of power-hungry vampires,

charm a pair of uptight shifters, and keep herself out of supernatural prison. Piece of cake,

right?****Witch Slapped is a paranormal cozy mystery with a little romance and a whole lot of

suspense mixed in! This is the third book in the Beechwood Harbor Magic Mysteries. Come see

what's brewing!
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It is unfortunate that both in books and real life, it seems like everything happens at once! In this

case, Holly has to dread Adam's parent's visit, help deal with something going on in town regarding

vampires, and deal with her SPA agent's surprise visit, all while working part time at Siren's Song.

Of course nothing can go smoothly. Adam's parents like Evangeline better than Holly. Nick is on a



cheating husband case that Holly goes with him once she sees a powerful vampire necklace on his

client's neck. Harvey (SPA agent that banished her to Beechwood Harbor) nearly catches Holly

making potions when he first arrives, and discovers some in her backpack and arrests her. Just as

he is leading the handcuffed Holly to the portal to the Seattle haven, Adam's parents arrive and

witness her departure.Holly is a fast thinker and talker, and manages to strike a deal with Harvey.

She will investigate and report vampire activities to him and be allowed to stay. Of course no potion

making is allowed. But Harvey is willing to lend his assistance to becoming a licensed potion master

if she keeps her word. So leaving Adam and parents to their own devices, she is on the job with

Nick and on her own.While I enjoyed this book, it seemed a little overwhelming at times with the

activities Holly had going on. Perhaps it was the vampires that made me not like this book quite as

well as the others. Whatever the case, there were some low points in the book that I wish had been

handled differently.This is a series that definitely needs to be read in order. It is nice to have a series

that straddles the human and supernatural worlds like this.

This is continuation of the series, it is a great book to read, an easy book to follow, you could read it

alone, but if you are like me, I like to start a series from the beginning, Holly and Adam's relationship

is going along well, but like all relationship, there comes a time when they have to meet the parents,

and of course, Holly gets nervous, and who did not get nervous meeting the parents, meanwhile

trouble seems to follow Holly and she gets involved in a mystery and so she really doesn't get to

spend a lot of time with the parents, but not that it matters because the parents wants Adam to go

back to the haven and find someone who is more suitable for him in the eyes of the parents, and of

course, Adam doesn't agree with that, he loves Holly and Holly loves Adam....well her SPA agent

comes to visit and finds out that she is still running her potions business but she manages to strike a

deal in order to stay out of paranormal jail.....well without going to details, you will have to read the

book but it is a nice book and that is all what I am going to say about it, if you are interested, and I

am sure you are going to be, READ THE BOOK!!!! I can assure you, you will like it!!!!

A fantastic series that is getting addictive. Holly the witch can't catch a break. Especially since her

SPA agent showed up. He is determined to put Holly in jail. She is having ups and downs with her

Shifter boyfriend. Will things ever settle down for her? All she wants is her own potions shop. This is

a great read and believe me you will love it. So fun!

I could not put this book down. You can always tell a great authors work because they don't use a



lot of Gore or sex to tell the story. The mystery and the way the story is told gives a classy tale that

implies those things, but it is left to the imagination and throw in fabulous characters and you can't

put the book down.

Once again Ms. Garrett has charmed with great characters, great writing and a great storyline. And

this time there were some pretty creepy/scary villains. Ready for my next adventure with the whole

family at the Manor

Great addition to the series. Once again, thoroughly enjoyable

very enjoyable storys

It's quirky, funny and has lots of little twists that keeps you guessing. The mystery isn't predictable. I

really like the series
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